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ARTICLE 1
Jurisdiction of States
Death of Spanish soldier, killed during UN peace-keeping mission by Israeli artillery in Lebanon:
outside jurisdiction; inadmissible

Toledo Polo v. Spain (dec.), 39691/18, 22.3.2022 .............................................................. Decision | Legal summary
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Effective investigation
Thorough and sufficient scope of legacy inquest into fatal shooting by soldiers in Northern
Ireland, despite certain identified weaknesses: inadmissible

Gribben v. the United Kingdom (dec.), 28864/18, 25.1.2022 ........................................ Decision | Legal summary

Failure to investigate the law-enforcement authorities’ passive response following genderbased violence by a police officer: violation

A and B v. Georgia, 73975/16, 10.2.2022 ........................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Lack of promptness and effectiveness of the investigation into the disappearance of a young
woman with schizophrenia and suicidal tendencies: violation

Gonçalves Monteiro v. Portugal, 65666/16, 15.3.2022 ................................................. Judgment | Legal summary
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ARTICLE 3
Inhuman or degrading treatment
Detention for two years in an ordinary prison of a person suffering from bipolar disorder, in
poor conditions and without any overall therapeutic strategy to treat his condition: violation

Sy v. Italy, 11791/20, 24.1.2022 .............................................................................................. Judgment | Legal summary
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national accompanied by his parents, in an unsuitable centre: violation

N.B. and Others v. France, 49775/20, 31.3.2022 .............................................................. Judgment | Legal summary
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Adequate and proportionate measures during Covid-19 pandemic protecting health of
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Fenech v. Malta, 19090/20, 1.3.2022 .................................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Extradition
No real individual risk of ill-treatment in case of extradition of ethnic Uzbeks to Kyrgyzstan:
extradition would not constitute a violation

Khasanov and Rakhmanov v. Russia [GC], 28492/15 and 49975/15,
29.4.2022 .......................................................................................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary
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Sy v. Italy, 11791/20, 24.1.2022 .............................................................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

ARTICLE 6
Article 6 § 1 (civil)
Civil rights and obligations
Lack of judicial review of premature termination ex lege, after legislative reform, of a serving
judge’s mandate as member of the National Council of the Judiciary: violation

Grzęda v. Poland [GC], 43572/18, 15.3.2022 ..................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary
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Access to court
Cancellation without judicial review of the suspensive effect of fathers’ appeals, thereby
enabling their children to leave the country with their mothers and removing the jurisdiction of the domestic courts: violations

Plazzi v. Switzerland, 44101/18, 8.2.2022 ........................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary
Roth v. Switzerland, 69444/17, 8.2.2022 ............................................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Lack of judicial review of premature termination ex lege, after legislative reform, of a serving
judge’s mandate as member of the National Council of the Judiciary: violation

Grzęda v. Poland [GC], 43572/18, 15.3.2022 ..................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

State immunity legislation preventing applicants from bringing employment claims after
dismissal from foreign embassies within the United Kingdom: violations

Benkharbouche and Janah v. the United Kingdom, 19059/18 and 19725/18,
5.4.2022 ............................................................................................................................................ Judgment | Legal summary

Fair hearing
Fair balance between parties in, and adversarial nature of, civil proceedings not upset by
participation of a prosecutor, independent officer with no special powers under domestic law:
no violation

Kramareva v. Russia, 4418/18, 1.2.2022 .............................................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

No sufficiently compelling reason justifying a retrospective law determining the substance
of pensions disputes in pending proceedings: violation

D’Amico v. Italy, 46586/14, 17.2.2022 .................................................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Reasonable time
Unreasonable length of proceedings, lasting six years and ongoing, for grandparent requesting
foster care of grandchildren without parental care, not justified by Covid-19 related measures:
violation

Q and R v. Slovenia, 19938/20, 8.2.2022 ............................................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Tribunal established by law
Manifest breaches, following legislative reform, in appointment to Supreme Court’s Civil Chamber
of judges who examined applicant company’s civil appeal: violation

Advance Pharma sp. z o.o v. Poland, 1469/20, 3.2.2022.............................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Article 6 § 1 (criminal)
Fair hearing
Use at trial of initial confession by terrorist suspect held incommunicado and denied,
without individualised reasons, access to lawyer of own choice and legal-aid lawyer: violation

Atristain Gorosabel v. Spain, 15508/15, 18.1.2022 ......................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Conviction based on written statements of absent witnesses, who were examined by the
courts of their places of residence, absent reasonable efforts by the trial court to secure their
attendance: violation

Faysal Pamuk v. Turkey, 430/13, 18.1.2022 ....................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary
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Applicant’s conviction based on his statements and those of co-accused, having been
given at initial stage of investigation without access to a lawyer, pursuant to the applicable
law: violation

Tonkov v. Belgium, 41115/14, 8.3.2022 .............................................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Trial fairness undermined through failure to inform of charges and provide legal assistance
to applicant questioned as a witness, while being already under investigation and suspected:
violation

Bjarki H. Diego v. Iceland, 30965/17, 15.3.2022 .............................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Article 6 § 2
Presumption of innocence
Criminal acquittal issued after court of appeal judgment establishing civil liability for the
same conduct and relied upon before cassation court to contest that liability: Article 6 § 2
applicable

Diamantopoulos v. Greece (dec.), 68144/13, 8.3.2022 .................................................... Decision | Legal summary

Article 6 § 3 (a)
Information on nature and cause of accusation
Trial fairness undermined through failure to inform of charges and provide legal assistance
to applicant questioned as a witness, while being already under investigation and suspected:
violation

Bjarki H. Diego v. Iceland, 30965/17, 15.3.2022 .............................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Article 6 § 3 (c)
Defence through legal assistance
Use at trial of initial confession by terrorist suspect held incommunicado and denied, without
individualised reasons, access to lawyer of own choice and legal-aid lawyer: violation

Atristain Gorosabel v. Spain, 15508/15, 18.1.2022 ......................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Applicant’s conviction based on his statements and those of co-accused, having been given
at initial stage of investigation without access to a lawyer, pursuant to the applicable law:
violation

Tonkov v. Belgium, 41115/14, 8.3.2022 .............................................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Trial fairness undermined through failure to inform of charges and provide legal assistance
to applicant questioned as a witness, while being already under investigation and suspected:
violation

Bjarki H. Diego v. Iceland, 30965/17, 15.3.2022 .............................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Legal assistance of own choosing
Use at trial of initial confession by terrorist suspect held incommunicado and denied, without
individualised reasons, access to lawyer of own choice and legal-aid lawyer: violation

Atristain Gorosabel v. Spain, 15508/15, 18.1.2022 ......................................................... Judgment | Legal summary
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Article 6 § 3 (d)
Examination of witnesses
Conviction based on written statements of absent witnesses, who were examined by the
courts of their places of residence, absent reasonable efforts by the trial court to secure their
attendance: violation

Faysal Pamuk v. Turkey, 430/13, 18.1.2022 ....................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

ARTICLE 7
Nullum crimen sine lege | Nulla poena sine lege
Advisory opinion on the applicability of statutes of limitation to the prosecution, conviction
and punishment in respect of an offence constituting, in substance, an act of torture

Advisory opinion requested by the Armenian Court of cassation [GC],
P16-2021-001, 26.4.2022 .............................................................................................................. Opinion | Legal summary

ARTICLE 8
Respect for private and family life
Transgender person unable to obtain a full birth certificate without gender reassignment
reference, while its short extract and new ID documents indicate only reassigned gender:
no violation

Y v. Poland, 74131/14, 17.2.2022 ........................................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Respect for private life
Inadequate legal safeguards against arbitrariness and abuse for secret surveillance, retention
and access of communications data: violations

Ekimdzhiev v. Bulgaria, 70078/12, 11.1.2022 .................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Unjustified dismissal of appeal against failure to comply with statutory requirement to
obtain written consent for one of three related surgical operations: violation

Reyes Jimenez v. Spain, 57020/18, 8.3.2022 ..................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Respect for family life
Court’s refusal to hear young children without parental care represented by social services,
and not by special guardian, in foster care proceedings brought by applicant grandparents:
no violation

Q and R v. Slovenia, 19938/20, 8.2.2022 ............................................................................ Judgment | Legal summary

Respect for home
Entry of police into home, without legal basis or consent of alien who let them in, in conection with removal decision: violation

Sabani v. Belgium, 53069/15, 8.3.2022................................................................................ Judgment | Legal summary

Domestic court proceedings and orders requiring members of Traveller community to
vacate a site being illegally occupied: inadmissible

Faulkner and McDonagh v. Ireland (dec.), 30391/18 and 30416/18, 8.3.2022 ...... Decision | Legal summary
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Respect for correspondence
Inadequate legal safeguards against arbitrariness and abuse for secret surveillance, retention
and access of communications data: violations

Ekimdzhiev v. Bulgaria, 70078/12, 11.1.2022 .................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Positive obligations
Unjustified dismissal of appeal against failure to comply with statutory requirement to
obtain written consent for one of three related surgical operations: violation

Reyes Jimenez v. Spain, 57020/18, 8.3.2022 ..................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

ARTICLE 10
Freedom of expression
Journalist’s unjustified and disproportionate conviction and sanctioning for statements on
well-known legal entities at public Parliamentary Commission hearing: violation

Freitas Rangel v. Portugal, 78873/13, 11.1.2022 ............................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

14 EUR fine on counter-demonstrator for displaying, amid the crowd of his opponents,
provocative banner distorting the event’s message and likely to cause unrest: no violation

Manannikov v. Russia, 9157/08, 1.2.2022 .......................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

No legitimate aim for civil defamation proceedings against a media outlet, seeking to
protect “reputation” of a public authority as such and unrelated to any economic activity:
violation

OOO Memo v. Russia, 2840/10, 15.3.2022 ........................................................................ Judgment | Legal summary

Justified revocation of broadcasting licence of a TV channel after repeated and serious breach
of the statutory requirement to ensure political balance and pluralism in news bulletins:
no violation

NIT S.R.L. v. the Republic of Moldova [GC], 28470/12, 5.4.2022 .............................. Judgment | Legal summary

Prosecution for administrative offences for calling on voters not to vote for a party or to
abstain from voting in elections: violation
Teslenko and Others v. Russia, 49588/12 et al, 5.4.2022 ............................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Justified and proportionate conviction and suspended prison sentence imposed on proeuthanasia physician for assistance and advice to specific persons on how to commit
suicide: no violation

Lings v. Denmark, 15136/20, 12.4.2022 .............................................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Newspaper prohibited from publishing image with “convicted neo-Nazi” caption, 20 years
after plaintiff’s conviction, since expunged, given his loss of notoriety and no further criminal
conduct: no violation

Mediengruppe Österreich GmbH v. Austria, 37713/18, 26.4.2022.......................... Judgment | Legal summary

Freedom to impart information
Denial of access, on national security grounds, to classified records relating to a sensitive
part of country’s recent history, accompanied by adequate procedural safeguards and
proportionate: no violation

Šeks v. Croatia, 39325/20, 3.2.2022 ...................................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary
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ARTICLE 11
Freedom of peaceful assembly
Disproportionately lengthy pre-trial detention and prison sentences for involvement in
non-violent, albeit disruptive, courthouse protest: violation

Ekrem Can and Others v. Turkey, 10613/10, 8.3.2022 .................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Blanket ban on public meetings for two and a half months at the start of the COVID-19
pandemic, with associated criminal sanctions and no judicial review of proportionality: violation

Communauté genevoise d’action syndicale (CGAS) v. Switzerland, 21881/20,
15.3.2022 .......................................................................................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Freedom of association
Dismissal of employees on account of their involvement in a strike organised outside a
trade-union context: Article 11 not applicable; inadmissible

Barış and Others v. Turkey (dec.), 66828/16 et al., 14.12.2021 ..................................... Decision | Legal summary

ARTICLE 14
Discrimination (Article 2)
Failure to prevent gender-based violence by a police officer and to investigate the lawenforcement authorities’ passive response: violations

A and B v. Georgia, 73975/16, 10.2.2022 ........................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

No evidence that failure to protect life of murdered woman was due to gender-based
discrimination in general or in specific case circumstances: no violation

Y and Others v. Bulgaria, 9077/18, 22.3.2022 ................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

No systemic defect pointing to general passivity vis-à-vis victims of domestic violence, and
no discriminatory attitude towards the applicant: inadmissible

Landi v. Italy, 10929/19, 7.4.2022 .......................................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Discrimination (Article 9)
No tax exemption for buildings used for the public practice of a non-recognised religion,
the rules on such recognition being devoid of the minimum guarantees of fairness and
objectivity: violation

Anderlecht Christian Assembly of Jehovah’s Witnesses and Others v. Belgium,
20165/20, 5.4.2022 ...................................................................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Discrimination (Article 1 of Protocol No. 1)
No tax exemption for buildings used for the public practice of a non-recognised religion,
the rules on such recognition being devoid of the minimum guarantees of fairness and
objectivity: violation

Anderlecht Christian Assembly of Jehovah’s Witnesses and Others v. Belgium,
20165/20, 5.4.2022 ...................................................................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary
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ARTICLE 34
Victim
Unjustified failure over a seven-day period to implement the interim measure aimed at ending
the administrative detention pending removal of an underage foreign national: violation

N.B. and Others v. France, 49775/20, 31.3.2022 .............................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Hinder the exercise of the right of application
35-day delay in enforcing the Court’s interim measure requesting the placement of a
bipolar patient in a specialist centre excessively long: violation

Sy v. Italy, 11791/20, 24.1.2022 .............................................................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Unjustified failure over a seven-day period to implement the interim measure aimed at ending
the administrative detention pending removal of an underage foreign national: violation

N.B. and Others v. France, 49775/20, 31.3.2022 .............................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

ARTICLE 35
Article 35 § 1
Exhaustion of domestic remedies | Effective domestic remedy – Russia
New effective compensatory remedy to be used as of 1 January 2020 by bona fide
purchasers of dwellings returned to the State without any award of compensation, including
prior to that date

Lidiya Nikitina v. Russia, 8051/20, 15.3.2022 .................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary
Olkhovik and Others v. Russia (dec.), 11279/17, 22.2.2022 ........................................... Decision | Legal summary

Six-month period
Application lodged within legitimate three-month extension of six-month time-limit during
critical spring 2020 period of Covid-19 global pandemic: preliminary objection dismissed

Saakashvili v. Georgia (dec.), 6232/20 and 22394/20, 1.3.2022 ................................... Decision | Legal summary

ARTICLE 37
Striking out applications
Government concession as to Convention breaches but inadequate offer of redress: request
to strike out dismissed

Benkharbouche and Janah v. the United Kingdom, 19059/18 and 19725/18,
5.4.2022 ............................................................................................................................................ Judgment | Legal summary
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ARTICLE 1 OF PROTOCOL No. 1
Control of the use of property
Attachment of shares held by the applicants, with a total freeze on all related rights for four
years and eight months, without sufficient justification: violation

Sebeleva and Others v. Russia, 42416/18, 1.3.2022 ....................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Lack of procedural safeguards for lengthy freezing of all applicant’s property in Malta at
legal assistance request of Kazakh authorities, likely tainted by political persecution motives:
violation

Shorazova v. Malta, 51853/19, 3.3.2022 ............................................................................. Judgment | Legal summary

Deprivation of property
Refusal to award compensation in respect of the financial burdens arising from the
disability of a child, born disabled as a result of a fault during the prenatal diagnosis, through
retrospective application of the law: violation

N.M. and Others v. France, 66328/14, 3.2.2022 ............................................................... Judgment | Legal summary

Return to the State of an unclaimed apartment without any award of compensation to the
bona fide purchaser, who could not make use of a new compensatory remedy: violation

Lidiya Nikitina v. Russia, 8051/20, 15.3.2022 .................................................................... Judgment | Legal summary
Olkhovik and Others v. Russia (dec.), 11279/17, 22.2.2022 ........................................... Decision | Legal summary

ARTICLE 3 OF PROTOCOL No. 1
Free expression of the opinion of the people | Vote
Disproportionate automatic disenfranchisement of applicant due to partial guardianship
order based on his mental disability with no individualised judicial review of voting capacity:
violation

Anatoliy Marinov v. Bulgaria, 26081/17, 15.2.2022 ........................................................ Judgment | Legal summary

Stand for election
Advisory opinion on the assessment of the proportionality of a general prohibition on standing
for election after removal from office in impeachment proceedings

Advisory opinion requested by the Lithuanian Supreme Administrative
Court [GC], P16-2020-002, 8.4.2022 ......................................................................................... Opinion | Legal summary

ARTICLE 4 OF PROTOCOL No. 4
Prohibition of collective expulsion of aliens
Lack of individual removal decisions for migrants, arriving in large groups and circumventing
genuine and effective legal entry procedures without cogent reasons: no violation

A.A. and Others v. North Macedonia, 55798/16 et al., 6.4.2022............................... Judgment | Legal summary
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ARTICLE 1 OF PROTOCOL No. 12
General prohibition of discrimination
Discriminatory denial to blind chess players of financial awards granted to sighted players
as national sporting recognition for winning similar international accolades: violation

Negovanović and Others v. Serbia, 29907/16 et al., 25.1.2022 ................................ Judgment | Legal summary

PROTOCOL No. 16
Advisory opinions
Advisory opinion on the assessment of the proportionality of a general prohibition on
standing for election after removal from office in impeachment proceedings

Advisory opinion requested by the Lithuanian Supreme Administrative
Court [GC], P16-2020-002, 8.4.2022 ......................................................................................... Opinion | Legal summary

Advisory opinion on the applicability of statutes of limitation to the prosecution, conviction
and punishment in respect of an offence constituting, in substance, an act of torture

Advisory opinion requested by the Armenian Court of cassation [GC],
P16-2021-001, 26.4.2022 .............................................................................................................. Opinion | Legal summary
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